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ABSTRACT

An automated system, controlled by a small desktop computer, that
carries out Sieverts' experiments on metal hydride systems is
described. Data (equilibrium pressures versus temperatures at
constant hydrogen-to-metal ratios) are recorded for later analysis and
plotting. The computer also controls valve positions during the
experiments. Results for two metal hydride systems, the uranium
deuteride system in the plateau region and the La5 25Ni hydride
system at low concentrations, are presented as examples. Data
included on the latter system have not been reported previously. The
techniques used in Sieverts1 experiments and the sources of errors are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, primarily in response to new and exotic

applications in the alternative energy fields, reported studies of

hydrides of numerous metals and alloys have increased greatly.

Over the same period, a phenomenal growth in the area of

microelectronics has resulted in numerous new products—computer

controllers, digital multimeters, recorders—complete with software

support that has greatly simplified the design of automated equipment

and computerized data analysis. Because Sieverts' experiments (the

measurement of equilibrium pressure over metal hydrides at various

temperatures and compositions) require many repetitive measurements

over long periods of time, they are ideally suited to such equipment.



For several years we have carried out Sieverts' experiments on
2

metal hydride systems. The apparatus, which has evolved through

several design changes, recently was automated with a commercially

available data-logging system. Automation has greatly increased the

experimental data throughput and, additionally, has simplified the

experiments and the data analysis.

Sieverts1 experiments can be carried out in two ways (constant

temperature and constant composition), and the two will be compared in

detail in the next section. Later, sources of error will be

discussed. Finally, results of experiments on two systems, uranium

deuteride and La,. O1-Ni hydride, are included to show the utility of

the experimental techniques. Together, the two systems cover the
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pressure range from 1 atm to less than 10 torr, the range for

which this apparatus was designed. Obviously, with suitable high

pressure equipment and transducers, a similar apparatus could be

constructed for work at higher pressures.

SIEVERTS' EXPERIMENTS

An idealized set of absorption isotherms found for many exothermic

hydrogen absorbers, such as the lanthanides, the actinides, and

some transition metals, is shown in Fig. 1. These curves consist of

three main parts: (1) the Sieverts1 one-phase (the metal) region at

low hydrogen-to-metal ratios (H/M); in ideal systems the pressure
2

varies as (H/M) over this region; (2) the plateau region over

which the pressure is constant because of the coexistence of two solid

phases (the metal and the hydride); and (3) the second one-phase

region (the hydride) in which the pressure again rises rapidly. In

many systems, additional pressure plateaus occur at higher pressures

as more and more hydrogen is added. Few systems show such sharp

breaks between the three regions, and many do not have perfectly flat

plateaus.
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Fig. 1.
Isotherms for an ideal hydride system

Sieverts1 experiments define anc" elucidate the isothermal curves.

Two general techniques have been us- to carry out such experiments,

constant temperature and constant composition, and we have bad

experience with both. The advantages and disadvantages of these two

techniques now will be compared.

Constant Temperature

In constant-temperature experiments, each isotherm (a solid line

in Fig. 1) is determined in one run at the given temperature.

Successive, and often varying, amounts of hydrogen gas are added to

the metal sample, each time waiting for the reaction to reach

completion. After each equilibration, the pressure over the metal

sample is measured. The process must be repeated at several

temperatures over the region of interest to obtain a family of



isothermal curves. From the temperature variation of these curves,

certain thermodynamic properties can be determined. '

An advantage of this method is that each isotherm is defined with

a single sample, and unexpected or unusual behavior in the

experimental curve cannot arise from the use of samples of varying

purity; however, such samples can lead to variations in the pressure

changes with temperature. Further, because each isotherm can be

defined in a short, often one-day, experiment, small undetected leaks

to the atmosphere do not degrade the sample purity. Major

disadvantages are twofold. First, because varying amounts of gas must

be added to the sample to accurately define the curves (small amounts

at low concentrations or when the system crosses between two regions

and large amounts elsewhere) the experiments are not automated

easily. Second, the sample concentration changes constantly, and any

tendency toward slow equilibration can lead to large errors in the

measurements of true equilibrium pressure.

Constant Composition

In constant-composition experiments, a sample of a given H/M is

prepared, and the pressure is determined at numerous temperatures.

Specifically, the sample temperature is varied, and data points are

gathered along curves such as those indicated by the dashed lines in

Fig. 1 (aa' and bb'). In most cases, plots of the data in the form of

log P versus 1/T curves yield straight lines; but if the system

crosses a phase boundary as aa' does in our example, a break in the

experimental curve will be seen.

Programmable temperature controllers easily automate these

experiments. Several hundred data points can be obtained for each

run, leading to good statistics in data analyses. Once the sample is

prepared and equilibrated, no operator response is needed during the

taking of data. Because the sample composition in most experiments

does not vary appreciably with temperature, the data are not

susceptible to errors arising from lack of equilibration as is the

constant-temperature method.



A major disadvantage arises from the possibility of small leaks.

Because many runs are needed to define a family of isothermal curves

and each run may take several days, even a small leak to the

atmosphere can lead to serious contamination of the metal sample. The

contamination can be remedied partially by using a new sample for each

run, but this can lead to problems if the metal sample is of varying

composition.

The advantages and disadvantages of the two techniques are

generally complementary. Because the constant-composition technique

can be easily automated and interfaced to a data-logging system and

because our experience indicates it is less susceptible to problems

arising from slow equilibration, we usually perform this type of

experiment.

SOURCES OF ERROR

Composition

Composition can be a major source of error. Compositional errors

can arise in three ways: use of impure gas, use of metal or alloy

samples of unknown or varying composition, and leaks to the atmosphere.

The first can be remedied by purifying the hydrogen gas with a

uranium bed. Remedies to the second are obvious. The third can be

the largest source of error in these experiments, but its effects can

be remedied by careful design of equipment (the use of all-metal

apparatus and seals, for example) and by leak-checking. Its magnitude

is estimated by noting that the smallest leak that can be detected

using mass spectrometric techniques is about 10 std cm /s. Over

a month-long experiment, this leak amounts to 10 moles of oxygen

and nitrogen reacting with the metal sample. Because we usually use

samples of 0.1 to 0.01 moles, the amount should be insignificant.

However, a larger but still small leak arising during the course of a

long experiment could lead to a more significant change in

composition. With our equipment, atmospheric leaks are sought by

periodically checking the overgas with a quadrupole spectrometer, but

this method can be misleading because most metals readily react with

atmospheric gases at the high temperatures used for the studies.



Another serious problem arises from virtual leaks from outgassing

of hydrogen from the metal apparatus. These leaks can be estimated

from quadrupole spectra before a run.

Temperature Errors

Large errors arise from inaccurate temperature measurements. For

most systems, In P(torr) = -A/T + B (A and B constants) with A varying

from 10 000 to 25 000. An error of + 2 in temperature measurements

at 500 C corresponds to a +3% change in pressure at the low limit

and a +9% change at the high limit. Systematic drifts in the

calibration of thermocouples and readout systems can lead to

significant errors in determination of the slopes. Careful

calibrations of the temperature-indicating devices are necessary.

Obviously, it is also essential that the thermocouple actually be at

the sample temperature.

Pressure Errors

Modern capacitance manometers are remarkably accurate; total

system errors are generally less than \%. Published specifications

indicate excellent linearity over the pressure regions for which

accurate primary standards are known (down to 10 torr). The

instruments are assumed linear below that point. Thus, errors in

absolute pressure measurements are insignificant.

The manometers have a small zero drift with time. This error can

be removed by periodically pumping down both sides of the manometer

and noting the zero reading. In our apparatus, this is done under

program control.

Finally, small leaks, real or virtual, can lead to errors in

measurement at low pressures. In our experience, these errors limit

hethe lowest pressures that can be measured accurately to 10 or

torr.

Lack of Equilibration

In many cases, samples appear to be totally equilibrated (as

judged by their coming to a constant pressure), but in fact are not.

Lack of equilibration can lead to errors in pressure measurements of

20-50% in isothermal experiments. These errors should not be a



problem in the constant-composition technique unless large changes in

equilibrium pressures lead to significant variation in composition

with temperature.

APPARATUS

The vacuum manifold, used both to prepare the metal hydrides and

to measure their equilibrium pressure, and the instruments used for

the automatic control of the experiments and recording of data are

shown in Fig. 2. The apparatus, located within the dashed lines, is

kept at a constant temperature (40 C) by a thermostat for accurate

gas measurements. Pressures are measured with two Datametrics

manometers, one a 1000-torr and the other a 1-torr unit. The

reference sides of the manometers are pumped with an ion pump to below

10 torr during the runs. The small cylinder is used with the

manifold to measure gas quantities. All important volumes are

determined by the gas expansion technique based on an accurately known

volume; calculated values are believed accurate to better than 0.5%.

The air-operated bellows valves (V through V.) are under computer

control during experiments.

TO VACUUM
SVS7EM

- • T O VALVES

TO
O.UADRUPOLE

SVSTEM

PROGRAMABLE
TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER

Fig. 2.
Apparatus and equipment.



Gases are stored on the uranium bed and driven off before reaction

with the metal samples. The samples are contained in molybdenum

crucibles within a copper tube furnace. The externally heated furnace

is surrounded by an evacuated jacket to contain any tritium gas (used

in some isotopic studies) that might escape from the furnace by

permeation. Two thermocouples are in contact with the copper tube,

and tests indicate that they are within a degree or two of the sample

temperature.

A programmable temperature controller, which controls the current

to the furnace, permits ramping the furnace temperature between

defined limits over variable time periods. At present, the controller

is not interfaced to the computer system and must be programmed

separately.

A quadrupole spectrometer can be connected to the sample furnace

through V. to analyze isotopic content, to estimate the outgassing

rates of the sample and the initial concentration of dissolved

hydrogen, and to leak-check the system before and during a run. At

one time we intended to use the quadrupole for low-pressure

measurements, but we found the 1-torr manometer to be more accurate.

The experiments are controlled and data results are recorded and

analyzed with a Hewlett-Packard 3O51A data-logging system. The system

consists of a 9815A desktop controller for control, mathematical

analyses, and magnetic storage of data; a 3455A digital voltmeter to

read the various experimental parameters; a 3495A Scanner/Actuator to

select the channel to be read and also to open and close the valves; a

59309A clock to pace the readings; and a 9871A printer for printing

and plotting data. The entire system is interconnected by the

IEEE-488 (1975) bus system as indicated in Fig. 2. The arrows show

the principal flow of information to and from the bus. For clarity,

the analog data lines to the monitored instruments and the lines to

the valves are not shown.

For each measurement, several analog signals are read and stored.

These consist of a reference thermocouple voltage used to correct the

zero, three chromel-alumel thermocouples (two on the sample furnace



and one on the thermostated volume), the pressure as read from one or

the other of the manometers, the current of the ion pump, and the

pressure within the vacuum pumping system. To remove the effects of

short-term noise in the pressure measurement, the pressure is read 100

times over a period of about 10 s, and the average pressure (with the

standard deviation for later analysis) is stored on the data tape.

Because the zeros of the manometers drift with time, the measuring

side must be pumped down periodically and connected to the reference

side to determine the zero offset. Obviously, pumping out the

manifold will deplete the sample of gas and change the sample's

composition. Thus, this operation is done only when the pressure is

below a critical point, in most cases 0.1 torr. Sample sizes (2-5 g)

are chosen that will lead to insignificant changes in composition.

The operational flow chart depicting the measuring procedure is given

in Fig. 3.

Generally, a given run consists of at least one cycle (up and

down) in temperature over a 24-h period, but in some cases an

experiment will be run for several days over 2-4 cycles to check for

consistency in the data. Also, in some cases the rate of temperature

change is decreased to check for consistency. Measurements are taken

periodically every 5-10 m. This race is determined by the size of the

data tapes, which can record up to 460 sets of data.

After each run the data sets consisting of temperature and

equilibrium pressure points are collected, stored on an archival tape,

and printed in tables and graphs, the latter in the form of log (P)

versus 1/T plots. The other miscellaneous data are analyzed, if

desired, for experimental problems. We assume the temperature of the

sample to be the average of the temperatures indicated on the two

thermocouples. The pressure data are corrected for zero offset, then

corrected for the effects of thermal transpiration according to the

equations of Takaishi and Sensui before storage and presentation.
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Fig. 3.
Flow chart for measurements under computer control.

RESULTS

With the present experimertal configuration, either, but not both,

of the manometers is used in a run. This can be changed by

introducing an automatic switching mechanism, but it has not proved

necessary as most hydride systems have equilibrium pressures either

predominantly above or below 1 torr over the temperature regions of

interest. The two systems discussed fit this arbitrary breaking point.



Few metal hydride systems have equilibrium pressures in the 1- to

1000- torr region. Those of uranium do, but they tend to give poor

pressure-versus-temperature curves because of large hysteresis effects

and slow equilibrations. Despite its faults, the uranium deuteride

system was picked as the first example because it had been studied in
3

the past by numerous authors. The second example, La, 0,Ni

hydride, had not been studied at these low concentrations. It behaved
-4

excellently down to 10 torr.

Uranium Deuteride

2 38
A sample of U (5.6 g) was deuterided to a composition D/U = 1.5

and was run on the apparatus with the 1000-torr manometer between 100

and 400 C. Over this range the pressure varied between 10 torr

and 1 atm. At the high pressure, because of the loss of gas within

the manifold, the D/U ratio dropped to 1.3. Perhaps because of this

and because of the slow equilibration rates and large hysteresis

seen for uranium hydrides, ' the results were particularly poor and

irreproducible. (See Fig. 4 for one example.) Very long cycle times

(20 h up and 20 h down), used in attempts to obtain better data, were

only partially successful.

1 . 1 0 0 1 . S 0 0 l . i O O I.IQQ 1 . 8 0 0 1 . 9 0 0

1000/K

Fig. 4.
Experimental data for uranium deuteride system (D/U = 1.5).
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In Fig. 4, the upper set of points is for decreasing pressure

(sample absorbing), whereas the lower set is for increasing pressure

(sample desorbing). In most runs, the upper set was more

reproducible. In all cases, the breaks in the curve observed near

325 C were reproducible. This effect may arise from a phase change,

although none have been reported at this exact temperature. Goon et

al. reported a break in the thermal expansion curve of the

trihydride at 400-425 C, which may be related to the effect seen

here.

The considerable scatter observed below 10 torr is expected

because this pressure is at the low end of the manometer's useful

range.

The line shown in Fig. 4 can be represented by the equation
2

In P(torr) = -8240/T + 18.24 with r (goodness-of-fit parameter) =

0.97. Over the same pressure range Spedding et al. found the

uranium trideuteride plateau data fit the equation In P(torr) =

-10 400/T + 21.7. The lack of agreement is considerably higher than

one usually finds in comparing data from different authors and is

probably attributable to the lack of equilibrium in our studies.

Spedding et al. indicated that up to 48 h were necessary to achieve

final equilibrium values at a given temperature.

La Ni Hydride

This alloy has been proposed as a tritium getter in fusion
2

applications and equilibrium pressure data at low concentrations

are highly useful in predicting its operating characteristics. Sample

weight was 2.5 g. Data sets for two concentrations are shown in

Fig. 5 (H/La = 0.0021, about the lowest limit for samples prepared in

this apparatus) and in Fig. 6 (H/La = 0.016). The curves are typical

of curves found in several experiments at these low concentrations.

In most experimental runs, the data begin to scatter from the
-4

least squares line below 10 torr, generally rising above it as the

pressure is lowered. The scattering may be due to the effects of

hydrogen outgassing from the metal apparatus. Because of this effect,
-4

10 torr appears to be the lower limit of usefulness with this

apparatus and technique.

12
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Fig. 5.
Experimental data for the La_ Oc-Ni hydride
system (H/La = 0.0021).

1000/K

Fig. 6.
Experimental data for the La,. 9,-Ni hydride
system (H/La = 0. 016). D</:>
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The two data sets shown in Figs. 5 and 6 fit the equation

In P(torr) = -A/T(K) + B with the values shown below.

H/La A B r2

0.0021 15 530 10.65 0.9994

0.016 17 570 13.67 0.9985

-4
Only those data points above 10 torr were used in the fits.
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